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Abstract : T his is the sixteenth edition in 46 years of a textbook which has p
popular, sound and well produced. Beginning with a chapter on the history a
development of microbiology, it goes on to deal with bacteria and bacterial d
epidemiology, and the special bacteriology of water, sewage, milk and food.
chapters on fungi, spiro-chaetes, parasites of medical importance (protozoa
rickettsia, viruses and bac-teriophages. Almost every page carries reference
literature in the form of footnotes, and the text is illustrated with an abundan
excellent figures which include many fine electron photomicrographs. T hree

specialists-a virologist, a parasitologist and a biochemist-have contributed ch
dealing with their own fields of work, but in the main the book represents th
own labours.
T he emphasis throughout is on microorganisms of medical importance, but
many references to disease in animals and these are concise and accurate.
contains more detail than medical students require and not enough for the s
research worker in a narrow field: its special virtue is the broad picture it give
whole subject at a standard appropriate to the advanced student and with a
selection of key references to every subject with which it deals. T he text sho
of very careful editing and proof correction, and errors are rare. T he referen
30 in the text (page 211) should, however, be to Figure 29: there is need for
reference to Figure 30.
T his is a book which can be confidently recommended to microbiologists eve
G. WHIT E.
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